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1. Introduction
Knowledge distillation (KD) (Hinton et al., 2015) has shown
remarkable success with the teacher-student (TS) framework
in transferring knowledge from a teacher network to a student network. Motivated by this, the TS framework has been
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The source code is available at https://github.com/
kaist-ina/TSPipe.
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The teacher-student (TS) framework, training a
(student) network by utilizing an auxiliary superior (teacher) network, has been adopted as a popular training paradigm in many machine learning
schemes, since the seminal work—Knowledge
distillation (KD) for model compression and transfer learning. Many recent self-supervised learning (SSL) schemes also adopt the TS framework,
where teacher networks are maintained as the
moving average of student networks, called the
momentum networks. This paper presents TSPipe,
a pipelined approach to accelerate the training process of any TS frameworks including KD and SSL.
Under the observation that the teacher network
does not need a backward pass, our main idea is
to schedule the computation of the teacher and
student network separately, and fully utilize the
GPU during training by interleaving the computations of the two networks and relaxing their dependencies. In case the teacher network requires
a momentum update, we use delayed parameter
updates only on the teacher network to attain high
model accuracy. Compared to existing pipeline
parallelism schemes, which sacrifice either training throughput or model accuracy, TSPipe provides better performance trade-offs, achieving up
to 12.15x higher throughput. 1
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Figure 1. TSPipe achieves high training throughput by eliminating
pipeline bubbles. Top: With GPipe, GPUs are idle, exhibiting
pipeline bubbles. Gray blocks indicate the forward pass, and
orange blocks indicate the backward pass. Bottom: Timeline for
TSPipe. Green, blue, and orange blocks indicate the forward pass
of the teacher network, the forward pass of the student network,
and the backward pass of the student network, respectively. Note
two figures share the same time axis, which is normalized.

used in a broader range of applications—vision (Pham et al.,
2021), natural language processing (Sanh et al., 2019), and
deep reinforcement learning (Yin & Pan, 2017). In particular, many recent studies in self-supervised learning (SSL) for
vision (He et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2021; Grill et al., 2020;
Li et al., 2021a; Zhou et al., 2021) have successfully learned
visual representations from a large number of unlabeled data
using the TS framework.
However, both KD and SSL often suffer from the extensive
amounts of resource requirements (e.g., GPU memory and
computation) for training. For example, KD often leverages large teacher networks—in Natural Language processing (NLP), the state-of-the-art pre-trained language models
have up to 175B parameters (Brown et al., 2020; Zhang et al.,
2022), which requires 700 GB of GPU memory only for the
model itself. Many recent SSL methods also employ a largescale of architectures for better representation learning, e.g.,
MoCo-v3 (Chen et al., 2021) adopting ViT (Dosovitskiy
et al., 2020), a transformer-based model, takes 128 GPUdays with ViT-B (86 M parameters) to converge. In addition,
SSL methods often require extensive training epochs for
model convergence—BYOL (Grill et al., 2020) needs an
order of magnitude more training epochs to achieve the
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accuracy proximal to the supervised learning counterpart.
In some cases, even a cutting-edge GPU cannot accommodate such large models, which led to the adoption of
Model Parallelism (MP) that splits a model into multiple
GPUs. However, MP suffers from either serious underutilization due to the dependency among layers (inter-layer
MP) (Huang et al., 2019) or extreme slowdown in multinode environments due to the inter-node communication
overhead (intra-layer MP) (Narayanan et al., 2021). Thus,
increasing the number of GPUs hardly contributes to speedup in training with MP.
To overcome this issue, many recent works introduce
pipeline parallelism (Huang et al., 2019; Narayanan et al.,
2019; 2021; Park et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021b). However,
existing solutions still fail to achieve high training throughput while maintaining scalability and model accuracy. For
example, in Figure 1, GPipe (Huang et al., 2019), one of the
well-known pipeline parallelism schemes, only utilizes 57%
of GPU time and fails to fully schedule training tasks. This
is due to the fundamental challenge that pipeline parallelism
faces—dependencies between layers cannot be eliminated
without changing training semantics at the risk of accuracy
degradation.
This paper presents TSPipe, a novel approach to accelerate
the training of any TS framework including KD and SSL
by pipelining multiple GPUs. TSPipe is the only training
scheme that achieves three highs—high training throughput,
high model accuracy, and high scalability. We achieve
these by leveraging the following unique properties of the
TS framework; 1) The teacher network does not need a
backward pass. 2) The parameters of the teacher network
are never updated, or updated in a steady and stable manner
(i.e, momentum coefficient, τ = 0.996).
Unlike other schemes that do not distinguish the teacher
from the student, TSPipe schedules them separately to take
advantage of the property of the TS framework. TSPipe interleaves the computations of the teacher network between
the computations of the student, which enables us to eliminate all pipeline bubbles without additional memory footprint for activation stashing. This allows TSPipe to train
larger models since activation memory accounts for the
majority of total memory usage.
TSPipe further applies delayed parameter updates as in other
schemes (Narayanan et al., 2021; Xu et al., 2020; Park et al.,
2020), to fully schedule the pipeline. However, unlike the
existing schemes, TSPipe considers asymmetric parameter
update. To be specific, we suggest applying delayed parameter update only on the teacher network, as the slow
update of the teacher network parameters allows TSPipe
to mitigate the performance drop of the student network.
As a result, TSPipe provides high training throughput and

a better trade-off between the GPU memory footprint and
utilization, without loss of the model performance.
We demonstrate the efficiency of TSPipe by training various
KD and SSL schemes. For example, When we train MoCov3 under multiple-sized ViT architectures with 16 GPUs,
TSPipe achieves up to 12.15x higher training throughput
compared to inter-layer MP (Shoeybi et al., 2019). When
we perform KD from ViT networks to ResNet with 8 GPUs,
TSPipe achieves up to 4.68x higher training throughput over
inter-layer MP. We also evaluate the learned representation
quality for SSL where we adopt asymmetric parameter update. TSPipe preserves the same accuracy as the inter-layer
MP under ResNet-18 with respect to the linear evaluation
protocol (Chen et al., 2020). To the best of our knowledge,
TSPipe is the first framework for training parallelism that
targets the TS framework.

2. Background and Related Work
This paper focuses on the general teacher-student framework of Knowledge distillation (Hinton et al., 2015), which
is an effective learning scheme to transfer the knowledge
from a powerful teacher network to a student. We remark
many recent SSL frameworks (He et al., 2020; Chen et al.,
2021; Grill et al., 2020; Roh et al., 2021) also belong to a
form of TS framework with a slight variation, which leverages two encoder networks in training: the online (student)
network θ and the target (teacher) network ξ. The former is
the primary network for encoding the final representations
directly updated by the loss gradients, and the parameters
ξ of is the latter target (momentum) network (Tarvainen &
Valpola, 2017) updated by an exponential moving average
of parameters θ of the former as:
ξ ← τ ξ + (1 − τ )θ,

(1)

where τ ∈ [0, 1] is a momentum coefficient. One key idea
of our work is that such TS frameworks do not require backpropagating gradients of the target (or teacher) network
during training.
Many KD and SSL models feature 100M+ parameters (e.g.,
ViT (Dosovitskiy et al., 2020)), which cannot be trained
with a single GPU due to the memory constraint. Pure data
parallelism that does not split a model across GPUs cannot
be used to train large models that do not fit in a single GPU’s
memory. Mechanisms for distributed training are discussed
below.
Model parallelism (MP) (Shoeybi et al., 2019; Shazeer
et al., 2018; Chilimbi et al., 2014) splits a model into multiple partitions and places each partition into a single GPU.
This enables training larger models. Specifically, MP can
be further classified into inter-layer MP and intra-layer MP.
Inter-layer MP partitions a model layer-wise, and each parti-
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Table 1. Peak GPU memory footprints and ideal GPU utilization. W is the model size, N is the number of GPUs, Ai is the activation
memory for a layer Li , Pj is the model partition, k is the degree of gradient accumulation, and u is the number of microbatches per batch.
In the lower part of the table, we give the example of training models with eight V100 GPUs, each with 32 GB of GPU memory.

tion holds subsets of layers. After each GPU completes computing a batch using the partition of the model, it hands over
activations and gradients to the next GPU holding the immediate subsequent partition. However, due to this dependency
between partitions, MP suffers from the under-utilization of
GPUs (Huang et al., 2019).
Meanwhile, in intra-layer MP, each layer is sharded over
multiple GPUs (e.g., tensor parallelism (Shoeybi et al.,
2019)). Although intra-layer MP does not suffer from
the dependency issue of the inter-layer MP, calculating
each layer requires all-to-all communication between all
sharded workers, which brings significant performance overhead (Narayanan et al., 2021). When intra-layer MP is
applied over multiple nodes, all-to-all communication remarkably slows down the training due to limited bandwidth,
making the strategy not scalable.
Pipeline parallelism (Huang et al., 2019; Narayanan et al.,
2019; Park et al., 2020; Narayanan et al., 2021; Li et al.,
2021b) tackles the GPU resource under-utilization problem
of inter-layer MP by pipelining computations. The key difference with inter-layer MP is that pipeline parallelism splits
given (mini-)batches into microbatches. Instead of waiting
for the computation of a whole (mini-)batch to be completed,
each GPU sends activations and gradients immediately after
they are done on computations for a single microbatch. This
relaxes communication dependencies so that the next GPU
can start computing without waiting for the previous GPUs
to complete the whole batch.
However, proposed solutions for pipeline parallelism still
exhibit undesirable trade-offs between the model staleness,
memory footprint, and training throughput. GPipe (Huang
et al., 2019) achieves better GPU utilization and higher
throughput than MP by pipelining the computation, but still
fails to fully utilize GPUs. The maximum theoretical training efficiency of GPipe only reaches 50.3% with 64 GPUs

and 64 microbatches. DSP (Xu et al., 2020) has flexibility in
its scheduling with layer-wise staleness. However, it makes
both student and teacher networks stale worsening on lower
layers, and requires activation recomputation which adds
25% more computation.
PipeDream (Narayanan et al., 2019) and PipeDream2BW (Narayanan et al., 2021) employ pipeline parallelism.
However, they do not support SSL with momentum networks out-of-the-box. This is because both schemes highly
depend on their planners’ algorithms to partition models, but
the planners do not support the unique model structure of
momentum networks. Even if PipeDream and PipeDream2BW are redesigned to support the structure of momentum
networks as in TSPipe, they would still suffer from a large
memory footprint and final accuracy drop, respectively.
Asynchronous pipeline parallelism (Niu et al., 2011; Yang
et al., 2021; Xu et al., 2020) tries to achieve speedup by
allowing discrepancy between weight versions used in the
forward and backward passes. However, this incurs a varying degree of staleness across partitions, which requires
extra effort (i.e., activation recomputation (Xu et al., 2020),
learning rate rescheduling (Yang et al., 2021)) to prevent
accuracy drops. To avoid the additional cost and retain high
accuracy, we do not take the approach.

3. Method
Challenge. Due to the dependencies between computations, pipeline parallelism cannot fully schedule the computations, resulting in GPU under-utilization. Prior approaches to override the dependencies and fully schedule
the computations came with side effects, including larger
memory footprint (Narayanan et al., 2019), reduced computing efficiency (Xu et al., 2020), and degraded model
accuracy (Narayanan et al., 2021). In our paper, we ask if
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Figure 2. Overview image of TSPipe that shows how TSPipe trains self-supervised learning network. TSPipe achieves full utilization of
GPU pipelines by scheduling the teacher network’s forward pass between computations of the student network.

it is possible to achieve full scheduling without using extra
memory footprint and model accuracy loss.
Our observation regarding the TS framework provides a
key for this challenge; a teacher network does not require a
backward pass, so its forward pass can be scheduled more
leniently than the student’s, without worrying about the
activation stashing, which doubles the memory footprint
and halves the maximum model sizes. Thus, unlike other
schemes that do not distinguish the two networks, we schedule the teacher and student networks separately. This allows
us to fully schedule computations without increasing the
memory footprint (§3.1).
In addition, separating student and teacher networks also
benefits in terms of accuracy. Since we schedule these two
separately, we can choose to apply staleness only to the
teacher network to maintain model accuracy. Therefore,
SSL, in which the teacher network is updated slowly, can
mitigate the loss of accuracy, and the KD whose teacher
network remains unchanged has no loss of accuracy at all
(§3.2).
3.1. Achieving high GPU utilization without a large
memory footprint
TSPipe introduces a novel pipeline parallelism scheme for
the TS framework. Unlike other works that do not take
into account the structure of the TS framework, TSPipe
separates the scheduling of the student and teacher network
from its design. This enables TSPipe to benefit from the
property that the teacher network does not need a backward
pass, allowing TSPipe to interleave the teacher network’s
forward pass between the computation of the student network without concern about activation stashing. This simple
but clever idea enables TSPipe to achieve 100% GPU utilization. Figure 2 illustrates the pipeline of TSPipe with 4
GPUs.

During the startup phase, TSPipe first calculates a teacher
network’s forward pass and then calculates a student network’s forward pass. With the loss calculated from the
two forward passes, TSPipe computes a student network’s
backward pass. Between the forward and backward passes,
GPU time slots naturally become idle, creating a bubble
as depicted in Figure 1. In the bubble, TSPipe inserts a
teacher network’s forward pass for the next batch. Once
the backward pass for the current batch finishes, TSPipe
updates the model parameters using an optimizer (student
network) and weighted average (teacher network) if needed.
After the first batch, TSPipe enters steady-state, where
pipelines are fully scheduled. TSPipe computes the backward pass of the student network, using the teacher network’s forward pass from the previous iteration and the
student network’s forward pass from the current iteration.
The teacher network’s forward pass for the next batch is
pre-computed in the current iteration so that it can be used
at the next iteration. Note that we schedule the teacher network’s forward pass in the pipeline bubbles between the
student network’s forward and backward passes. This way,
we maximize the pipeline utilization and reduce the training
time.
Strategy for splitting a batch for full GPU scheduling.
Unlike existing works (Huang et al., 2019; Park et al., 2020),
TSPipe manages two different microbatch sizes for the forward and backward passes, uf and ub , respectively. This
accommodates a longer processing time taken in backward
passes compared to forward passes in processing the same
tensor size (Narayanan et al., 2021). During the backward
passes, the autograd engine needs to accumulate all relative
tensors and propagates in addition to computing the gradients. Empirically, we estimate that backward passes take
twice the longer time than the forward pass, and thus we set
ub = 2 × uf .
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To completely fill up the pipeline, TSPipe splits a single
batch into uf = N − 1 microbatches, where N is the
number of GPUs. In the prior work (Huang et al., 2019), the
computation of a single batch takes nv (2uf + ub + N − 1)
time slots per GPU, where nv is the number of views per
batch, generally 2 for SSL networks and 1 for others. This
is composed of the computation time nv (2uf + ub ) and the
pipeline bubbles nv (N − 1). TSPipe eliminates this bubble
by filling in the teacher network’s forward pass for the next
batch, which takes nv uf time slots.
Table 1 shows the ideal GPU utilization for each scheme.
For inter-layer MP, it is N1 , where N is the number of
GPUs. This is because only one GPU can be active at
a time. GPipe’s (Huang et al., 2019) ideal GPU utilization is
u
u+N −1 , where u is the number of microbatches per batch.
Although GPipe can achieve higher utilization with high u,
it comes with a reduced size of microbatches. This brings
significant scheduling overhead, as well as inefficient utilization of CUDA cores in GPUs. The ideal GPU utilization
of TSPipe is 1 in steady-state, which means we can achieve
−1
up to u+N
x throughput gain over GPipe; e.g., with 8
u
GPUs and u = 8, this gives 1.88x improvement.
High GPU utilization without additional memory cost.
TSPipe achieves high GPU utilization without additional
GPU memory cost compared to the other pipeline parallelism schemes. As shown in Table 1, TSPipe uses the same
amount of model and activation memory as MP. Unlike
stashing approaches (Narayanan et al., 2019; 2021) that
keep multiple versions of activation or parameters in memory, TSPipe holds exactly one version of activation and
parameters in each GPU, which enables us to train a very
large network by splitting it into multiple GPUs. In order
to train larger batches, TSPipe also leverages gradient accumulation, where the model accumulates gradients for k
iterations without updating parameters. This allows TSPipe
to keep a low memory footprint even when training large
batches, requiring the activation memory of A
k , where A
is the activation size for a partition. Note that TSPipe’s
memory footprint can be further reduced with activation
checkpointing (Chen et al., 2016), but it comes at the cost
of increased computation.
3.2. Attaining high accuracy
To achieve fast training throughput and high utilization,
many existing pipeline parallelism schemes (Narayanan
et al., 2021; Park et al., 2020) make changes in training
semantics. They schedule the computation for the current
batch before the model parameters are updated from the
previous batch computations, which we call “early computation”. This results in the degraded model accuracy, as
their early computation cannot reflect the gradient from the
previous batch. In contrast, although TSPipe also introduces

the early computation, TSPipe preserves the model accuracy
leveraging the property that the teacher network is updated
slowly (momentum network-based SSL) or never updated
(KD).
Preserving accuracy with asymmetric parameter update.
Leveraging the fact that the teacher network is updated
slowly, TSPipe performs early computation only for the
teacher network. We use the current student network (θn )
and the stale teacher network (ξn−1 ) to compute the loss
Lθn ,ξn−1 :
θn+1 ← optimizer(θn , ∇θn Lθn ,ξn−1 , η)

(2)

where θn+1 is the student network’s parameter at n + 1-th
iteration, ∇θn is the gradient calculated from Lθn ,ξn−1 with
respect to θn , and η is the learning rate. The asymmetric
update has minimal impact on model performance because
the teacher is updated as the exponential moving average of
the student network (Equation (1)) with τ close to 1, which
implies ξn ≈ ξn+1 , and thus Lθn ,ξn ≈ Lθn ,ξn−1 . In §4.2,
we demonstrate that this is indeed the case for real-world
workloads.
Note KD is a special case of momentum-based SSL where
the momentum τ = 1 and thus, ξn = ξn−1 for all n. Substituting ξn−1 for ξn into Equation (2) shows that TSPipe
exactly preserves the original training semantic of KD, results in the model accuracy preservation.
On the other hand, generic pipelined approaches (Ren et al.,
2021; Narayanan et al., 2021) do not differentiate the student network from the teacher network and perform early
computation for both networks, updating the parameter as:
θn+1 ← optimizer(θn , ∇Lθn−1 ,ξn−1 , η).

(3)

The difference between θn and θn−1 is significant. This
discrepancy gradually propagates throughout parameter updates and eventually results in model accuracy degradation.
This is even worse on recent SSL approaches where they
often adopt a high learning rate due to large batch sizes(He
et al., 2020; Grill et al., 2020). Note that KD also suffers
from accuracy degradation with this approach, a substituting
ξn−1 for ξn into Equation (3) still differs from the original
training semantic of KD.
3.3. Discussion
Model partitioning. We use a simple model partitioning method similar to one that appears in Narayanan et al.
(2021). Our method aims to find a schedule s : L → D,
where L is a set of Layers Li and D is a set of devices Dj .
We denote a function s as a vector (s1 , s2 , · · · , sm ) where
S(Li ) = Dsi . We consider three dominant factors:
• Memory footprint: We measure the actual activation
and model parameter size required to compute the layer.
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(t)

(t)

• Transfer time ti : We estimate the transfer time ti
by dividing the output batch size of layer Li into the
bandwidth between the two device si and si+1 . Here we
consider if P2P technology is available between GPUs
(i.e., NVLink).
(c)

• Computing time ti : We measure the time required for
the forward pass of layer Li . We assume the computing
time is identical for all GPUs.
We exhaustively search for the optimal schedule ŝ that mini(t) (c)
mizes the bottleneck processing time maxi max(ti , ti )
such that the memory footprints of partitions fit into the
assigned device memory.
Batch normalization. TSPipe normalizes input batches and
keeps track of the mean and variance on every microbatch.
This may potentially degrade performance with models with
many batch normalization layers. To mitigate the problem,
we adopt deferred batch normalization from GPipe.
Combining with DP. As with other pipeline parallelism
schemes, TSPipe can be combined with DP (Data Parallelism), which enables us to run multiple parallel pipelines,
for better scalability (Li et al., 2020). For example, with 64
GPUs, we can run 4 parallel pipelines, each composed of
16 GPUs. It is especially useful when training a relatively
small model with a large number of GPUs, e.g., when the
number of GPUs are similar to or larger than the number
of layers. For small models, it would be more efficient to
partition the model into a small number of partitions and apply DP, rather than partitioning the model to fit the number
of GPUs. Increasing the number of parallel pipelines will
reduce the overhead of transmitting intermediate activations
across GPUs.

4. Evaluation
We compare TSPipe with prior work in KD and SSL models
with momentum networks. We summarize our findings:
• TSPipe boosts up training throughput up to 12.2x compared to inter-layer MP and 1.88x compared to GPipe,
achieving near-ideal performance that we expect from
our design.
• TSPipe preserves the final model accuracy of the original
training semantics. Meanwhile, applying the conventional strategy for parameter updates significantly degrades the accuracy (up to -5.8%p).
Implementation.
We implement TSPipe on PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019). Multiple GPUs cannot be fully
utilized with multi-threaded design on PyTorch due to the
Python global interpreter lock (Beazley, 2010). Thus, we
use a multi-process design where we implement CPU-CPU
communication with PyTorch RPC and GPU-GPU communication via NCCL (NVIDIA, 2021). We implement

communication and computation overlapping to hide data
transfer latency and improve throughput.
Baselines. We compare TSPipe with inter-layer MP and
GPipe (Huang et al., 2019). For fair comparisons, we apply
the same model partitioning and configurations. We also
implement an extended version of inter-layer MP and GPipe
that support gradient accumulation. Accordingly, the same
architectures and network configurations are applied.
Models. We evaluate soft target (Hinton et al., 2015) and
DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019) for KD, and BYOL (Grill
et al., 2020) and MoCo-v3 (Chen et al., 2021) for SSL
models. During the self-supervised training (pre-training)
of SSL models, we use the same configurations from the
original papers except for the batch size.
For soft target, we use ViT (Large and Huge) (Dosovitskiy
et al., 2020) as the backbone architecture for teacher networks, and ResNet-101, Resnet-152 (He et al., 2016) as
the backbone architecture for student networks. For DistilBERT, we use BERT-xlarge and BERT-xxlarge (Shoeybi
et al., 2019) as the backbone architecture for its teacher
networks. Corresponding to the teacher network architecture, we resized the student model to DistilBERT-xlarge and
DistilBERT-xxlarge.
For BYOL, we use four different sizes of ResNet (He
et al., 2016) as its backbone architecture. LARS (You
et al., 2017) optimizer is used with base learning rate of
lr = 0.2 which linearly scales w.r.t the batch size(lr ×
(BatchSize)/256) (Goyal et al., 2017). We apply a cosineannealing learning rate scheduling (Loshchilov & Hutter,
2016) with weight decay of 1.5 × 10−6 . On momentum
constant τ , cosine-annealing was applied starting from
τ = 0.996 to 1. We train for 200 epochs each with 10
warm-up epochs.
For MoCo-v3, we use ViT (Small, Base, Large, and
Huge) (Dosovitskiy et al., 2020) as its backbone architecture. Following (Chen et al., 2021), AdamW (Loshchilov &
Hutter, 2017) optimizer is used with linearly scaled learning
rate, lr = 1.5 × 10−4 . We apply weight decay of 0.1 and
momentum of 0.99 with cosine-annealing and train for 100
epochs with 10 warm-up epochs.
Setup. We follow the training procedure described in Grill
et al. (2020); Chen et al. (2021). Given an image, we apply
SimCLR (Chen et al., 2020)’s image augmentation. Then,
two backbone architectures are trained to learn good image
representations with different views of the image. After
training, we extract the representations by removing the
final MLP layers and attaching a linear classifier with the
size of 4096 hidden dimensions and an output dimension
of 256 (512 and 128 for ResNet-18-based models). We
utilize the linear evaluation protocol described in Grill et al.
(2020); Chen et al. (2020); Oord et al. (2018). We evalu-
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Training Throughput (Seq/s)
Method

KD

Param. Inter-layer MP GPipe TSPipe (Ours)

Architecture

ViT-Large / ResNet-101
ViT-Large / ResNet-152
Soft Target (Hinton et al., 2015)
ViT-Huge / ResNet-101
ViT-Huge / ResNet-152

DistillBERT (Sanh et al., 2019)

BERT-xlarge
BERT-xxlarge

BYOL (Grill et al., 2020)

ResNet-18
ResNet-50
ResNet-101
ResNet-152

MoCo-v3 (Chen et al., 2021)

ViT-Small
ViT-Base
ViT-Large
ViT-Huge

SSL

303 M / 43 M
303 M / 58 M
631 M / 43 M
631 M / 58 M

57.41
47.24
35.65
30.30

136.8
126.6
100.6
84.03

204.4 (3.56x)
180.7 (3.82x)
148.5 (4.17x)
141.8 (4.68x)

1.3 B / 480 M
3.9 B / 1.2 B

62.82
30.36

113.3
75.22

193.4 (2.00x)
98.82 (3.25x)

11 M
26 M
45 M
60 M

346.3
102.0
71.25
53.33

585.1
232.0
162.7
136.9

728.5 (2.10x)
295.8 (2.90x)
243.0 (3.41x)
201.6 (3.78x)

22 M
86 M
307 M
632 M

99.42
35.06
11.31
5.496

259.9
106.7
33.95
18.71

365.7 (3.68x)
176.6 (5.04x)
54.70 (4.84x)
35.26 (6.42x)

Table 2. Training throughput (seq/s) evaluated on various architectures using TSPipe with 8 GPUs. Numbers in parenthesis show
improvement over inter-layer MP. Note that there exists speedup with respect to the size of the models (# of parameters).

MP GPipe

Soft Target (ViT-Huge / ResNet-152) 26.5
MoCo-v3 (ViT-Huge)
5.90

TSPipe

136 191 (7.21x)
40.0 71.7 (12.15x)

Table 3. Training throughput (seq/s) evaluated on KD (Soft Target (Hinton et al., 2015)) and SSL (MoCo-v3 (Chen et al., 2021))
using TSPipe with 16 GPUs. Numbers in parenthesis show improvement over inter-layer MP.

1024
Throughput (seq/s)

Method

2.10x

256
64

5.04x

Inter-Layer MP
16

GPipe

4.1. Throughput Analysis
We evaluate the training throughput of KD (soft target (Hinton et al., 2015) and DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019)) and
SSL (BYOL (Grill et al., 2020) and MoCo-v3 (Chen et al.,
2021)) models. To avoid out-of-memory, we vary the batch
size between 128 and 2048.
Throughput gain over baselines. Tables 2 and 3 and Figure 3 illustrate the training throughput according to models
and their architectures. With 8 GPUs, TSPipe achieves improvement in training throughput up to 6.42x compared
to inter-layer MP and 1.88x compared to GPipe. With
16 GPUs, TSPipe achieves even greater speedup reaching 12.15x compared to inter-layer MP. TSPipe shows the

6.42x

TSPipe

4
8

ate TSPipe on a DGX-1 machine, which features 8 V100
GPUs (32GB memory) with 2 NVLink connecting adjacent GPUs (NVIDIA, 2017). To further evaluate TSPipe
with 16 GPUs, we use two Azure ND40rsv2 VMs (8 V100
GPUs each) with GPUDirect RDMA for faster inter-node
communication.

Better

32
128
512
# of Model Parameters (Million)

Figure 3. Training throughput vs. # of Model Parameters (Million).
TSPipe delivers the best training throughput, up to 6.42x better
than the inter-layer MP. TSPipe shows the greatest performance
increase with a larger model size.

best performance improvement in MoCo-v3 with ViT-Huge
backbone, while evaluation with BYOL shows relatively
low throughput gain. Figure 3 shows that TSPipe tends to
get more performance improvement with larger-sized models. Such tendency results from higher utilization of internal
computing resources in GPUs (CUDA cores) when larger
tensors are computed. ViT-Huge is literally a “huge” model
with 632M parameters, so it benefits the most from TSPipe
design with full pipelines. Compared to GPipe, we achieve
performance gain up to 1.88x with 8 GPUs, which is close
to the estimated ideal performance gain of our design (§3.1).
4.2. Accuracy Analysis
According to the common practice, we evaluate the linear
classification accuracy over frozen representations to evaluate the performance of self-supervised learning models.
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Vanilla
Dataset
STL10 (Coates et al., 2011)
CIFAR10 (Krizhevsky et al., 2009)
CIFAR100 (Krizhevsky et al., 2009)
ImageNet100 (Russakovsky et al., 2015)

TSPipe

Top1

Top5

Top1

Top5

81.73 ±0.27
74.76 ±0.34
48.54 ±0.34
64.18 ±0.61

99.41 ±0.06
98.60 ±0.08
78.46 ±0.16
88.12 ±0.33

81.75 ±0.32 (+0.02)
75.24 ±0.52 (+0.48)
49.79 ±0.32 (+1.25)
64.24 ±0.23 (+0.06)

99.40 ±0.03 (-0.01)
98.73 ±0.09 (+0.13)
79.22 ±0.50 (+0.76)
88.24 ±0.22 (+0.12)

Loss

Table 4. Linear evaluation accuracy (%) of ResNet-18 (He et al., 2016), pre-trained with BYOL (Grill et al., 2020) for 200 epochs.
Numbers in parenthesis indicate the gain over the vanilla scheme. TSPipe achieves almost identical accuracy as the vanilla scheme.
2
1.6
1.2
0.8
0.4

Vanilla

Method

TSPipe

STL10
81.7%
ImageNet100 64.2%
0

50

100
Epochs

150

200

Accuracy (%)

Accuracy (%)

Vanilla
TSPipe
0

100
Epochs

Vanilla
TSPipe
0

100
Epochs

40

79.1% (-2.69%p)
58.3% (-5.89%p)

Table 5. Ablation study on asymmetric parameter update (§3.2).
Linear evaluation accuracy (%) of ResNet-18 (He et al., 2016),
pre-trained on BYOL (Grill et al., 2020) with vanilla, TSPipe, and
TSPipe without asymmetric parameter update(ASP).

200

and ImageNet100 (Russakovsky et al., 2015). We report the
average accuracy and the standard deviations of five runs
with random seeds.

Vanilla
TSPipe

30
0

100
Epochs

200

(b) CIFAR10

40

20

10

50

20

200

(a) STL10

30

0

81.7%
64.2%

60

Accuracy (%)

Accuracy (%)

Figure 4. Training loss curve of TSPipe and vanilla during the
pre-training of BYOL (Grill et al., 2020). Trained with ResNet50 (He et al., 2016) for 200 epochs, batch size of 1024 and LARS
optimizer (You et al., 2017) are used.
70
60
50
40
30
20

Vanilla TSPipe TSPipe without ASP

30
20

Vanilla
TSPipe

10
0

0

100
Epochs

200

(c) CIFAR100
(d) ImageNet100
Figure 5. Validation accuracy of the k-NN classifier (Wu et al.,
2018) on various datasets during the pre-training of BYOL (Grill
et al., 2020) with ResNet-18 (He et al., 2016)

Since inter-layer MP and GPipe share the same training
semantics with vanilla training scheme, we only compare
the accuracy of TSPipe with the vanilla training scheme in
this section.
Linear classification accuracy. After training the BYOL
model with ResNet-18 architecture over 200 epochs using
ImageNet100 (pre-training), we further train the linear classifier over 90 epochs to evaluate the test accuracy. Unlike
pre-training, the linear classifier was trained on a single
GPU. We use SGD with momentum and a linearly scaled
learning rate. We utilize four image datasets, STL10 (Coates
et al., 2011), CIFAR10/CIFAR100 (Krizhevsky et al., 2009),

As shown in Table 4, TSPipe shows almost identical test
accuracy compared to the vanilla training schemes. The
accuracy differences between vanilla and TSPipe are very
marginal, where the accuracy of TSPipe is better than the
vanilla scheme for some datasets, such as STL10 and Imagenet100.
k-NN classifier accuracy. We also show the validation
accuracy of a k-nearest-neighbor (k-NN) classifier (Wu
et al., 2018), with which we can monitor the performance
of the model as the pre-training progresses. Figure 5 (a)
to (d) shows the validation accuracy of the k-NN classifier
evaluated using four different datasets (STL10, CIFAR10,
CIFAR100, and ImageNet100), during the pre-training of
BYOL with ResNet-18. It shows that TSPipe achieves
nearly identical or better accuracy than the vanilla during
the entire process of pre-training.
Loss curve. In Figure 4, we train BYOL under ResNet-50
architecture and the batch size of 1024 using TSPipe and
vanilla (inter-layer MP). We show the loss curve during
the 200 epochs of pre-training. TSPipe exhibits an almost
similar loss curve to that of the vanilla training schemes.
Actually, the curve of TSPipe is even more stable since
the asymmetric parameter update of TSPipe contributes to
stabilizing the training. We think this is another strong
property of TSPipe as self-supervised training schemes are
often highly unstable (Chen et al., 2021).
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Asymmetric parameter update ablation study. We evaluate whether limiting the early computation only to the
teacher network helps preserve the accuracy. More specifically, we evaluate if TSPipe can preserve its accuracy without incorporating the asymmetric parameter update (§3.2).
The conventional strategy for parameter update used in previous works (Narayanan et al., 2021; Ren et al., 2021) (Equation (3)) does not differentiate between the student network
and the teacher network, making both networks stale. However, TSPipe’s strategy for parameter update (Equation (2))
clearly differentiates the two networks, and TSPipe only
make the teacher network stale. We compare the result from
the conventional and TSPipe parameter update strategies.
We observe that under the conventional strategy, the linear
evaluation accuracy significantly drops up to -5.9%p (Table 5), i.e., the update of the student network is unstable, and
the difference between θn and θn−1 is not negligible (θn is
the parameters of the student network at n-th iteration).

5. Conclusion
TSPipe presents a framework that enables faster training
of large models with the TS framework without risking
any performance degradation of the model. We demonstrate it is possible to utilize 100% of GPU pipelines for
training KD and SSL with momentum networks, as the
teacher network does not need a backward pass. We show
TSPipe can mitigate potential model accuracy degradation
coming from delayed parameter update, using that the parameters of the teacher network are updated in a steady and
stable manner. TSPipe exhibits better performance than any
other pipeline parallelism schemes, providing near-optimal
training throughput without sacrificing the model accuracy.
TSPipe achieves up to 12.15x higher training throughput
than inter-layer model parallelism, while preserving the
model accuracy.
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